
Least Privilege Discovery ToolLeast Privilege Discovery Tool

Least privilege is a fundamental security policy that reduces your attack surface. In a least privilege model, accounts
with elevated privileges are given only to people and systems that really need them, when they need them.

With a least privilege posture, should attackers compromise an account, the damage they inflict is limited by the
privileges of the account owner. Least privilege policies can stop an attacker from advancing to more valuable
systems.

Regulations like PCI, DSS, HIPAA, and SOX, and security controls such as NIST and CIS recommend or require
implementing a least privilege policy. During an audit, you may have to demonstrate how you apply the principle of
least privilege to lower risk.

The Least Privilege Discovery Tool is designed help you understand your risk related to local accounts, service
accounts and applications with elevated or excessive privileges. You can use the results to do some housecleaning
and accelerate the implementation of your least privilege policy.



Report SectionsReport SectionsThis report is div ided into three sections thatThis report is div ided into three sections that
highlight your top risks. The supplementalhighlight your top risks. The supplemental
f i les include additional detail to f i les include additional detail to help you takehelp you take
immediate action.immediate action.

Least  pr ivilege for local accounts on workstat ionsLeast  pr ivilege for local accounts on workstat ions

This first section of the report identifies users and Windows
workstations that have administrative privileges. By
reverting to standard user accounts, you can prevent
unknown code, including malware, from executing
malicious processes. Removing administrative rights from
Windows endpoints mitigates the vast majority of security
vulnerabilities.

Without access to administrative credentials, even if
malware successfully downloads onto an endpoint, any
damage is contained. Threat agents won’t be able to make
system changes, log keystrokes, or run other harmful
processes. Most importantly, they won’t be able to leverage
privileged credentials to circumvent security controls and
progress through your network.

Least  pr ivilege for IT infrastructure and servicesLeast  pr ivilege for IT infrastructure and services

The second section indicates elevated privileges on IT
resources, such as servers and databases. Additionally, it
identifies accounts and credentials that are being re-used
across systems and services, thereby increasing potential
damage should an account be compromised. Under a least
privilege policy, privileged service accounts should be limited
and never shared or used for multiple purposes.

Operat ing systems and applicat ionsOperat ing systems and applicat ions

The third section will help you inventory applications on
your network and evaluate them in depth.

Keep in mind, although your software inventory system may
have visibility into applications managed and approved by
IT, users may have downloaded software or accessed SaaS
tools that haven’t made it onto your list.

Once you have an accurate list, you’ll know if you have any
applications that require administrative rights so you can
maintain business continuity even as you move to a least
privilege model.



LOCAL ACCOUNTSLOCAL ACCOUNTS

Non-Unique Local AccountsNon-Unique Local Accounts

Reusing local accounts across multiple endpoints means that if attackers can breach a
single machine, they can move laterally to breach another.

Non-Unique Unique

Administrator
45

Guest
45

DefaultAccount
41

SecretServer_db
24

WDAGUtilityAccount
20

Top Reused Local AccountsTop Reused Local Accounts

Reusing local accounts across multiple endpoints means that if attackers can breach a
single machine, they can move laterally to breach another.

Local Account StatusesLocal Account Statuses

It’s important that local account passwords are scheduled to expire. If passwords don't
expire, they open the door for attackers to use "brute force" methods to access accounts. Set
a password expiration policy and rotate passwords regularly.

Does Not Expire Can Expire

Local AdministratorsLocal Administrators

It’s important to limit the number of administrators on endpoints. By limiting access and
keeping most people on standard user or domain user accounts instead of local admin
accounts, you protect your network from malware exploits. IT admins should have a
standard account without privileged network access for day-to-day work and only use the
local and domain admin accounts when privilege is truly needed.

Non-Default Default
Non-Admin



LOCAL ACCOUNTSLOCAL ACCOUNTS

Active Local AccountsActive Local Accounts

This chart shows the ratio of accounts that have been accessed vs. those which haven’t,
within the last 30 days. If local accounts aren’t being used regularly, they should most likely
be disabled.

Inactive Active



SERVICE ACCOUNTSSERVICE ACCOUNTS

Non-Unique Service AccountsNon-Unique Service Accounts

Service accounts should be associated with unique services. If a reused service account is
successfully attacked, then the other services it runs are also compromised.

Non-Unique Unique

NT Service\MSSQLFDLauncher
18

NT Service\SQLTELEMETRY
15

.oracle
6

Top Reused Service AccountsTop Reused Service Accounts

Reusing service accounts such as these may give an attacker leverage to access multiple
systems and inflict greater damage.

Services Running as AdministratorsServices Running as Administrators

Services shouldn’t run with admin privileges. Services that run with such privileges risk full
system compromise if that service has a vulnerability that an attacker can exploit.

Administrator Non-Admin

Active Service AccountsActive Service Accounts

It’s important that service account credentials are scheduled to expire. If passwords don't
expire, they may provide an attacker the opportunity to exercise "brute force" methods to
access credentials. Ensure that you have an expiration policy for service accounts and rotate
service account passwords regularly.

Does Not Expire Can Expire



OPERATING SYSTEMS AND  APPLICATIONSOPERATING SYSTEMS AND  APPLICATIONS

Windows 10
8

Windows 7
1

Workstation Operating SystemsWorkstation Operating Systems

It’s important to keep operating systems updated to the latest version. This helps protect
against security threats that may exploit known vulnerabilities in older systems.

Windows Server 2016
21

Windows Server 2019
12

Windows Server 2012 R2
3

Server Operating SystemsServer Operating Systems

It’s important to keep operating systems updated to the latest version. This helps protect
against security threats that may exploit known vulnerabilities in older systems.

Vulnerable ComputersVulnerable Computers

It’s important to create OS configurations that don’t have vulnerable or risky software.
Knowing if an application you have added to an OS configuration has a vulnerability is
useful for maintaining the health and security of your endpoints. An application is
vulnerable or risky if it has a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) Entry issued for
a version currently installed.

Vulnerable Secured

Microsoft Corporation
2143

Thycotic Software, LLC
37

Google LLC
30

Microsoft
26

Thycotic Software Ltd
21

Top Installed Application PublishersTop Installed Application Publishers

The chart displays publishers with the most applications installed on domain-joined
endpoints. It's important to ensure that applications installed on your network are from
publishers you trust. You can add trusted applications to a whitelist based on their name,
signature, certificate date or other criteria. Once you set up an initial policy, it can apply to all
protected endpoints.



OPERATING SYSTEMS AND  APPLICATIONSOPERATING SYSTEMS AND  APPLICATIONS

Adobe Reader
0

Oracle Java
0

Microsoft .NET
13

Known Risky ApplicationsKnown Risky Applications

You can block known “bad” publishers. Threat intelligence systems, such as VirusTotal,
integrate into comprehensive privilege management and application control solutions and
provide the latest information to block known threats from executing on your endpoints.

Additionally, you can elevate an application in a limited way so that users can do their jobs,
but not allow them to touch any system folders or underlying OS configurations, isolating
the system from malicious behavior until you can verify that the application is safe.



Reviewing ResultsReviewing ResultsPut this report to use. After reviewing thePut this report to use. After reviewing the
results of  the Least Priv ilege D iscovery  Tool,results of  the Least Priv ilege D iscovery  Tool,
it’s easy  to see that implementing it’s easy  to see that implementing aa
comprehensive least priv ilege policy  wouldcomprehensive least priv ilege policy  would
reduce your organization’s risk.reduce your organization’s risk.

Take these next steps to ensure priv ilegedTake these next steps to ensure priv ileged
accounts and credentia ls are properlyaccounts and credentia ls are properly
managed according to a  least priv ilege policy .managed according to a  least priv ilege policy .

Reset  endpoints to a  least  pr ivilege stateReset  endpoints to a  least  pr ivilege state

Remove local admin credentials and take care that no
hidden or hardcoded administrative credentials remain
within endpoints. You can do this through in-place
upgrades, wiping and reloading images, or agent-based
least privilege solutions that can be packaged and
implemented simultaneously across all machines.

Don’t  restr ict  control to domain-controlledDon’t  restr ict  control to domain-controlled
endpoints onlyendpoints only

Consider your universe of contractors, partners and other
third parties. Even though those machines are not joined to
your domain, their accounts ARE connected and can be an
entry point for threats. While this free discovery tool

scans only domain-controlled systems, comprehensive least
privilege solutions like Thycotic Privilege Manager will also
help you control privileges on non-domain endpoints.

Incorporate applicat ion control so users can st illIncorporate applicat ion control so users can st ill
access the tools they needaccess the tools they need

When you remove privileges from users, they may not be
able to do their jobs as easily because they can’t install or
update software or manage system controls. Make sure
your least privilege policy also includes approved business
applications and a process to keep users productive.

With policy-based application control solutions, the vast
majority of application elevation requests are managed
automatically. As a result, most applications are either
approved or denied without any extra work from IT, leaving
only specialized or custom applications for hands-on review
and approval.

Build awareness of the need for least privilege policies. Set
expectations for users who request elevated privileges to
run applications or make configuration changes. Make sure
your desktop support team can view and respond quickly to
user application requests that fall outside of established
policies.



Set  contextual policiesSet  contextual policies

Look for solutions that allow you to customize application
control policies and detect anomalous behavior. If you find
that there are applications attempting to run outside of the
accepted conditions, you’ll be able to flag and block them
before they cause damage.

Plan for users to changePlan for users to change

Some solutions that rely on Active Directory and Group
Policies are often point-in-time solutions that only consider
your organizational structure at the time of implementation.
To make changes to privileges and permissions requires
manual checks against multiple systems, which can be time
consuming and easily forgotten. Make sure you can easily
add and remove users and endpoints from different groups
so that your least privilege and application control policies
are always applied to the latest information.

SEE HOW THYCOTIC CAN HELPSEE HOW THYCOTIC CAN HELP

Learn more about how least priv ilege throughLearn more about how least priv ilege through
application control helps to demonstrateapplication control helps to demonstrate
compliance and protect your endpoints f romcompliance and protect your endpoints f rom
attack.attack.

Register for a  f ree tria l ofRegister for a  f ree tria l of
Thycotic Priv ilege ManagerThycotic Priv ilege Manager..

https://thycotic.com/products/privilege-manager-for-windows/
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